EL CAMINO DE SANTIAGO

END of STAGE
Final meeting point for either overnight or transfer to our designated Hotel

LUNCH
Restaurant Location for lunches along the Camino

STOP Check-point
Check-points. “Hop-on-the-bus” only chances along the Camino

Steep DOWNHILL

Steep UPHILL

Warning: various scenarios (slippery rocks, ravine, etc)
STAGE 2. SARRIA – PORTOMARIN. 22 kms (13,8 mi)

END of STAGE
Portomarin
Pousada Portomarin

LUNCH
Ferreiros
CASA CRUCEIRO

STOP Check-point
Mouzós
(passed Mercado)
Hints for Stage 2

Casa Cruceiro (Lunch)  
FERREIROS

Entrance to Portomarin

Fountain in Portomarin

St. Nicolas Church Portomarin
STAGE 3. PORTOMARIN - PALAS DE REI. 24 kms (14,8 mi)

END of STAGE
Palas de Rei
PLAZA CONCELLO

LUNCH
Ventas de Naron
BAR LA PLAZA

STOP Check-point
Gonzar
(by the bar Left)
Hints for Stage 3

Bar La Plaza (Lunch)  
VENTAS DE NARON

Entrance to Palas de Rei

Plaza Concello Palas de Rei.  
Meeting point for Transfer to Hotel
STAGE 4. PALAS DE REI - ARZUA. 30 kms (20 mi)

END of STAGE

Arzua
PRAZA GALIZIA

LUNCH

Melide
A GARNACHA

STOP Check-point

Coto
(by the bar)
& Castañeda (left by road)
Hints for Stage 4

Pulperia A Garnacha (Lunch) MELIDE

Follow Lugo Street In ARZUA to the Praza Galizia (meeting pt)

Praza Galizia (meeting pt)
STAGE 5. ARZUA - AMENAL. 22 kms (13 mi)

END of STAGE
Amenal
HOTEL AMENAL

LUNCH
Salceda
A ESQUIPA

STOP Check-point
Calzada
Xroad before bar
Hints for Stage 5

Restaurant A ESQUIIPA (Lunch) at SALCEDA. Little detour left from the Camino and right next to pharmacy (see green cross).

Hotel AMENAL: Camino goes underneath the road. Check in at Cafeteria.
STAGE 6. AMENAL - SANTIAGO. 17 kms (11 mi)

END of STAGE

SANTIAGO!!!
HOTEL CONVENTO S. FRANCISCO****

LUNCH

Santiago (suburbs)
Bodeguilla S. LAZARO

STOP Check-point

Lavacolla Village
(by bus stop)
Hints for Stage 6

Regroup at Monte do Gozo. Mass at San Marcos chapel.

All walk together to Santiago’s Cathedral!!!
* This presentation is intended to be a fun help to assist you with names, distances and some hints to easier find your Camino. It is not providing precise cartography locations and it does not intend to mark every stone on the way, just help you visualize the main landmarks to get around so you’re always on time for Mass, octopus or Galician beer!